Research strategy of the Accelerating Medicines Partnership is examined, with a conclusion that, in addition to identifying disease biomarkers, more effort should be put into identifying and developing molecular targets of disease.
Failure of clinical trials
Although the process of discovering, inventing new drugs is largely based on science, serendipity still plays an important part in its success. It has been reported that some 70% of Phase II trials do not reach their primary goals and thus are unsuccessful [1, 2] . Failure of early-phase clinical trials may be expected since these are designed to explore whether the positive data obtained in preclinical studies in animals translate to human patients, and thus providing a proof of mechanism of action, a proof of concept [3] . One might expect that positive results of Phase II studies would often be reproduced in the subsequent Phase III studies that use a larger number, and a broader range of patients. However, an average of 50% of Phase III trials have been reported to fail [1, 2] , with the rate varying according to indications.
According to NIH Director Dr. Collins, "the failure rate results largely from poor target selection and preclinical experiments in cell-based or animal models that do not properly represent human disease". However, let us not be too hasty in agreeing in Dr. Collins's view and assumption. Conditions of Phase II and Phase III trials are quite different. Phase II trials are performed on groups of 100-300 patients and are designed to assess whether the drug works in humans, and how safe it is. These studies are often performed in clinical-research environment. Phase III studies are randomized, controlled multicenter trials on large patient groups (300-3,000 and even more depending upon the disease) and aim to provide definitive data on how effective the drug is in a clinical setting, in comparison with current 'gold standard' treatment.
These are difficult trials to design and run, especially in therapies for chronic medical conditions. Phase III is not a re-run of Phase II, so different results are to be expected. Development of recombinant human lactoferrin (rhLF) can be used as a classic example. Phase II clinical study that evaluated efficacy of rhLF to treat severe sepsis produced "spectacular" results; 194 adults were treated within 24 hours of the onset of severe sepsis. The all-cause mortality at 28 days was 26.9% in the placebo group and 14.4% in the rhLF group (two-sided p=0.052), representing a 12.5% absolute and a 46.5% relative reduction in mortality [4] . Subsequent Phase III clinical study, performed by a different company, using a larger number of patients and less stringent acceptance requirements, failed to reach its primary goal [5] .
Formation of Accelerating-Medicine Partnership
Under Dr. Collins's direction, the NIH has set up in February 2014 a public-private partnership between the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 10 biopharmaceutical companies and a number of non-profit organizations under the Accelerating Medicines Partnership (AMP) initiative [6] . In recent years, more than 1,000 new biological changes have been identified which might serve as biomarkers and drug targets. The Initiative plans to build on this, continue working in this general direction in order to develop new diagnostics and treatments by identifying new biological targets for diagnostics and therapeutics, and ultimately to reduce the time and cost of developing new and effective treatments. However, let us note that the initiative does not in any way address the issues responsible for the frequent failure of clinical studies.
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treatments early. There is much basic and clinical science effort planned in AMP program, but not so much in the area of target development. On the rationale that "NIH is not a drug company", the development of new targets identified and validated by the AMP-sponsored projects will be expected to be taken up by pharmaceutical companies; development of new "precision drugs" will then require a major effort to make advanced therapies available to patients [7] . 
AMP and molecular targets of diseases
The focus of AMP is clearly on disease diagnosis. This will be of very limited benefit to patients unless corresponding therapies are developed that are directed to, and act on molecular targets responsible for the initiation and progression of the disease.
In my series of articles published over time I discussed what is needed to be done to bring effective targeted, "precision drugs" to clinical practice [10-15]. One particular aspect is important when we discuss disease targets. "The term "targeted drugs" has been used broadly to describe drugs that act on general pathways that have been found to be associated with disease (but that also remains functional in normal cells), but it has also been used to refer to drugs approved for a selected and limited "target" population. In here, our interest focuses on drugs that interact specifically with a molecular structure, i.e., the drug's target that has been clearly identified and validated as being uniquely associated with a given disease; therapeutic antibodies are probably the best example of targeted drugs [10].
AMP has selected to work on the following diseases -Alzheimer's, type-2 diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis (RA), and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). The focus is on observing how biological systems work, and leaving the task of developing new ways to correct aberrant behavior of the system with drugs to others, mainly pharmaceutical companies. In fact, development of new drugs does not need to wait for results produced by AMP. Taking type-2 diabetes as an example, pharmaceutical companies have enough material to start with Shi et al. [16] have given a broad overview of 14 prominent molecular targets that could be pursued in order to develop treatment of diabetes. These targets are roughly divided into general areas that correlate with insulin secretion, act on the insulin sensitivity, and have an effect on complications associated with diabetes. The authors believe that this provides drug developers with a "myriad of promising diabetes targets" for treating type-2 diabetes. Similar situation exists in the other diseases that are the focus of the AMP.
Conclusion
A separate initiative focusing on converting validated targets of diseases into effective therapies is needed.
